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Leadership
• Some focus on the people, a lot on business survival
• Had to create a high trust environment - quickly
• Enabling others to work remotely something that has
never been done before – being flexible and adaptable
• Crisis management has taken the energy
• Environment changed for ever – what worked in the
past may not work in the future
• Peoples performance
impacted

and

engagement

being

• Some stars have fallen from grace
• Hard stuff coming – how to re-emerge and bring the
people with you
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Leadership Moving Forward
1.

Ensure health and safety is truly at the top of the agenda –
practice and preach

2.

Brave leadership – be prepared to act, make that call

3.

Define reality and then give hope

4.

Leaders at every level need to be talking to their people –

TS

strength of the relationship
5.

Notice everyone, be curious and be present. - Be calm and
empathetic – truly listen

6.

Be realistic about promises and commitments

7.

Give people a voice, create opportunities for this to happen

8.

Ask “what is the impact I am having?”
“what can I do as your leader to be more helpful to you?”
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People and Change
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• We resist change because we fear loss, loss of core
and important needs
• Our need for autonomy, achievement and security
are no longer being met
• We resist because we are resisting being changed
• Unhelpful behaviours might emerge
• Individual's who worked above the line, may suddenly
be below the line, more focus on criticism, undermining
• We have had to move through the first 2 stages of the
change curve very quickly from denial to resistance –
the goal is commitment
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Change Leadership
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1. Show compassion and empathy
2. Recognise that we all deal with change differently
3. Recognise that behaviour is being impacted by - how
people think and feel
4. Intent vs impact – so different
5. Get close and listen, seek first to understand.
6. Don’t judge or generalise – be curious about them
7. Help others through the change curve, identify what needs
to happen to help the move to exploration and
commitment, from denial and resistance
8. Provide support and involve others as much as you can
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Resilience and Wellbeing
• Working remotely will be impacting many – less
productivity, less engagement with the organisation
• Our brains are hardwired to connect - we work and live
in social systems with others
• Health and wellbeing is directly impacted by our
relationships with others
• Social distancing - doesn’t mean social disconnecting.
• Sense of a “lack of community” – impacting happiness
at work
• Some may be more exhausted, less engaged,
disconnected – appear to not care
• Some who dealt with things well before may have less
capability – more vulnerable – less in control
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“Well being
is feeling
good and
functioning
well”

• Distraction – fuelled by worry over frightening
uncertainties – fuelled by many other issues at home
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Resilience and Wellbeing
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Some individual actions

1. Recognise that we can all build our resilience
2. Focus on the things that you can control and the things you
can influence
3. Is this helping or harming me?
4. Am I focusing on what I can influence, or only the things
in which I have no control?
5. Focus on more informal connection regularly
6. Don’t catastrophise
7. Tune into yourself, where are you focusing your energies
8. Need to take time out
9. Focus on the things that matter
10. Be kind to yourself and others
11. Recognise that good mental health takes practice
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Some Actions for
the Organisation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Put some energy into the vision and a focus on the
culture you desire
Identify ways to ensure that every single person in
your business can be engaged in a new way
Constantly play back to your values – what are
they and are they alive
Hunt the good stuff and communicate this
constantly
Focus on both engagement and enablement
Minimise the disruptions/barriers as much as
possible
Encourage your team to create and to identify the
opportunities for the future - listen
Recognise that the return of investing in your
people – long term impact
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Baker Tilly Staples Rodway Taranaki
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National
&
Regional
Networks

Visit regionalbusinesspartners.co.nz to
register for support
Horowhenua New Zealand Trust - Navigating Employment Law

